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Deformed Nuclei



Deformed nuclei -- Going a little deeper
Transition rates -- Alaga Rules

Independent of structure except for K and separation 
of rotational and intrinsic degrees of freedom

Think of nucleus as having 
separate rotational and 

vibrational motions.  So, in 
looking at several 

transitions from a given 
level, the change in 

vibrational structure is the 
SAME. ONLY the Rot Ang
Mom changes. So B(E2) 

values are squares of  
Clebsch-Gordon Coeffs.



Alaga plus one-parameter bandmixing

Spin Decreasing:  smaller 
than Alaga

Spin Increasing:  larger 
than Alaga

Deviations increase with J 

Is this 
good or 

bad?



Alaga H = H0 + Vmix (g-g)

Will change B(E2) values

These are signature characteristics of mixing of g and 
ground band intrinsic excitations.   Can think of this as a 
rotation-vibration interaction – respective frequencies 

differ by a finite amount, so nucleus vibrates to a slightly 
different shape while it rotates.  Affects B(E2) values  

V
Mixing characterized by 

a mixing parameter 
called Zg, proportional to 

the mixing amplitude



Effects of Bandmixing
(Rot.-Vib. Interaction)

Usually the deviations from the Alaga rules can be accounted for by a 
single bandmixing parameter Z g.



Other models can give similar results

– e.g., IBA model (CQF below)



Drivers of Structural 
Evolution

that is, what makes it happen?

Very complex issue that can be addressed at many 
levels and with different perspectives.  Relation of 

macroscopic and microscopic approaches.



Estimating the properties of nuclei
We know that  134Te (52, 82) is spherical and non-collective. 

We know that  170Dy (66, 104) is doubly mid-shell, very collective.

What about: 156Te (52, 104)    156Gd (64, 92)    184Pt (78, 106)  

???

All have 24 valence nucleons.  What are their relative structures?? 



Valence Proton-Neutron Interaction

Development of configuration mixing, 
collectivity, deformation, spherical-

deformed phase transitions 

– competition with pairing

Changes in single particle energies and 
magic numbers

Partial history:  Goldhaber and de Shalit (1953);  Talmi (1962); 

Federman and Pittel ( late 1970’s); Casten et al (1981); Heyde et al 
(1980’s); Nazarewicz, Dobacewski et al (1980’s); Otsuka et al( 2000’s); 
Cakirli et al (2000’s); and many others.



Sn – Magic: no 

valence p-n 

interactions

Both valence 

protons and 

neutrons

The idea of “both” types of nucleons – the 

p-n interaction

Lower energies imply correlations and collectivity – mixing 

of IPM wave functions due to residual interactions (esp. p-n)

Second effect of p-n in shifts of single particle energies 

themselves.  Monopole effect.  Migration of magicity



Structural evolution: What makes it happen?
Valence p-n Interaction:  Max collectivity: most symmetric 

numbers of val. protons, neutrons     largest  NpNn



If p-n interactions drive configuration mixing, collectivity 

and deformation, perhaps they can be exploited to 

understand the evolution of structure.

Lets assume that all p-n interactions have the same strength.  

This is not realistic,  since the interaction strengths are orbit-

dependent but, maybe, on average, OK

How many valence p-n interactions are there? Np x Nn.  If all 

are equal then integrated p-n strength should scale with NpNn

The NpNn Scheme

A simple toy model of the evolution of structure 

(including predictions of behavior far from stability).

Hundreds of supercomputer hours or mutliplying

two small integers.



Valence Proton-Neutron Interactions

Correlations, collectivity, deformation. Sensitive to magic numbers. 

NpNn

Scheme

Highlight 

deviant

nuclei

P = NpNn/ (Np+Nn)

p-n interactions 

per

pairing interaction



The NpNn scheme:  Interpolation vs. Extrapolation

142Xe  (54,88) ?

Np Np = 4 x 6 =24

• 156Te (52, 104)    156Gd (64, 92)    184Pt (78, 106).  

• NpNn :     2x22 = 44        14x10 = 140          4x20 = 80    



Estimation by interpolation

Known

NpNn Plots



Fragility of magicity



What happens if the magic numbers change and you 

get them wrong?



Competition of the valence p-n interaction and pairing 
interactions drives the onset of deformation.  Can we 
estimate this and the locus in (Z,N) of shape changing 

regions?



= 
NpNn p – n 

P
Np + Nn pairing

p-n / pairing

p-n ~ 200 - 300 keV,                   pairing int. ~ 1 – 1.5 MeV

p-n interactions per

pairing interaction

Competition of p-n interaction with pairing: 

simple estimate of evolution of structure with N and Z



= 
NpNn p – n 

P
Np + Nn pairing

p-n / pairing

P ~ 5

p-n ~ 200 - 300 keV,                 pairing int. ~ 1 – 1.5 MeV

p-n interactions per

pairing interaction

Hence takes ~ 5 p-n int. to compete with one pairing int.

McCutchan

and Zamfir

Competition of p-n interaction with pairing: 

simple estimate of evolution of structure with N and Z



Comparing with the data



Comparison with R4/2 data:  Rare Earth region

R4/2 data



“Intruder” States 

and the onset of 

deformation:

Two implications of 

the p-n interaction

Recall, Shell Model 

diagram



Intruder states

Consider the following 2p-2h excitation across a magic gap.

Requires considerable 

energy. However, if the 

upper proton orbit, j’, 

has high overlap with 

some neutron orbit, 

then, as the number of 

valence neutrons (or 

holes) in that orbit 

increases, this state 

can decrease sharply 

in energy.



a) Consider large Z = 50 gap.  Protons 

excited to 2d5/2 orbit across Z=50. 

Neutrons are in 2d5/2, 1g7/2. As neutrons 

fill, the attractive p-n interaction lowers 

2p-2h proton state:  Interaction NOT 

strong enough to fully overcame gap so 

intruders appear as excited states

b) Consider the small, subshell, gap 

at Z = 40.  Here the “intruder state” 

can drop enough that is drops 

BELOW the “ground state” and 

becomes the new, deformed, ground 

state.  Hence the sudden onset of 

deformation that we have seen in the 

Sr, Zr region. 

Consider what happens when the 

shell gap is  a) large  and   b) small



Monopole shift of proton s.p.e. with neutron number.     Tensor interactions.

2-space 1-space

(N ~ 90 )
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In addition, one of the most important effect of the valence p-n 
interaction: shifting single particle level Es (monopole interaction) 


